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This conference proceedings focuses on enabling
science and mathematics practitioners and citizens
to respond to the pressing challenges of global
competitiveness and sustainable development by
transforming research and teaching of science and
mathematics. The proceedings consist of 82 papers
presented at the Science and Mathematics
International Conference (SMIC) 2018, organised by
the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences,
Universitas Negeri Jakarta, Indonesia. The
proceedings are organised in four parts: Science,
Science Education, Mathematics, and Mathematics
Education. The papers contribute to our
understanding of important contemporary issues in
science, especially nanotechnology, materials and
environmental science; science education, in
particular, environmental sustainability, STEM and
STEAM education, 21st century skills, technology
education, and green chemistry; and mathematics
and its application in statistics, computer science,
and mathematics education.
Summarizes the five fundamental principles of
conservatism, discussing why they are worth
preserving and the role they have played in the
formation of the United States.
Revised second edition aligned for the 2008-2009
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testing cycle, with a full index. REA's MCAS Grade
10 Mathematics provides all the instruction and
practice students need to excel on this high-stakes
exam. The book contains all test components that
students will enounter on the official exam: Number
Sense and Operations; Data Analysis; Probability
and Statistics; Geometry; Measurement; and
Patterns, Relations and Algebra. 2 full-length
practice tests measure learning and progress, and
confidence-building drills boost test-day readiness.
DETAILS: -Fully aligned with the official state exam
-2 full-length practice tests -Drills help students
organize, comprehend, and practice -Lessons
enhance necessary mathematics skills -Confidencebuilding tips reduce test anxiety and boost test-day
readiness REA … Real review, Real practice, Real
results.
Classroom Innovations through Lesson Study is an
APEC EDNET (Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
Education Network) project that aims to improve the
quality of education in the area of mathematics. This
book includes challenges of lesson study
implementation from members of the APEC
economies. Lesson study is one of the best ways to
improve the quality of teaching. It is a model
approach for improvement of teacher education
across the globe. This book focuses on mathematics
education, teacher education, and curriculum
implementation and reforms. Contents:The Role of
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Lesson Study in Overcoming Challenges in
Mathematics Education:Mathematics Education for
the Knowledge-Based Society (Alan J
Bishop)Mathematical Thinking for Classroom
Decision Making (Kaye Stacey)Setting Lesson Study
within a Long-Term Framework of Learning (David
Tall)Lesson Study: An Essential Process for
Improving Mathematics Teaching and Learning
(Akihiko Takahashi)Comparative Study of
Mathematics Classrooms — What can be Learned
from the TIMSS 1999 Video Study? (Frederick K S
Leung)The Science of Lesson Study in the Problem
Solving Approach (Masami Isoda)Preparing Ground
for the Introduction of Lesson Study in Thailand
(Maitree Inprasitha)Perspectives on Lesson Study
and Professional Development:History of Lesson
Study to Develop Good Practices in Japan (Shizumi
Shimizu & Kimiho Chino)What have We Learned
about Lesson Study Outside Japan? (Catherine
Lewis)Enhancing Mathematics Teachers'
Professional Development through Lesson Study ~ A
Case Study in Singapore ~ (Ban-Har Yeap, Peggy
Foo & Poh Suan Soh)Using Lesson Study to
Develop an Approach to Problem Solving: Adding
and Subtracting Fractions (Kazuyoshi Okubo &
Hiroko Tsuji)Prospective Teacher Education in
Mathematics through Lesson Study (Maitree
Inprasitha)In-service Teacher Education in
Mathematics through Lesson Study (Soledad A
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Ulep)Lesson Study for Illustrating Innovative
Approaches in the Classroom:Transforming
Education through Lesson Study: Thailand's DecadeLong Journey (Maitree Inprasitha)Mathematics
Teachers Professional Development through Lesson
Study in Indonesia (Marsigit)Lesson Study in Chile
(Grecia Gálvez)Initiating Lesson Study to Promote
Good Practices: A Malaysian Experience (Chap Sam
Lim & Chin Mon Chiew)Using Lesson Study as a
Means to Innovation for Teaching and Learning
Mathematics in Vietnam: Research Lesson on the
Property of the Three Medians in a Triangle (Tran
Vui)Lesson Study in Singapore: A Case of Division
with Remainder in a Third Grade Mathematics
Classroom (Yanping Fang & Christine Kim Eng
Lee)Enabling Teachers to Introduce Innovations in
the Classroom through Lesson Study (Soledad A
Ulep)What is a Good Lesson in Japan? An Analysis
(Takeshi Miyakawa)Using Lesson Study to Connect
Procedural Knowledge with Mathematical Thinking
(Patsy Wang-Iverson & Marian Palumbo)
Readership: Mathematics educators of teacher
training colleges, mathematics teachers, prospective
teachers (elementary and secondary school) and
undergraduate students in mathematics. Key
Features:Presents the world reform movement by
top researchersIncludes the challenges of lesson
study and videos of model lessons in the world
(lesson videos will be available on the website:
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http://www.criced.tsukuba.ac.jp/math/apec)Includes
the Japanese teaching methods called “problemsolving approaches”Keywords:Lesson
Study;Mathematics;Mathematics
Education;Elementary School;Secondary
School;Open-Ended Approach;Problem
Solving;Teacher Education;Pedagogical Content
Knowledge;Action Research;Lesson
Videos;Curriculum Standards
The sixth edition of EARLY EDUCATION
CURRICULUM: A CHILD'S CONNECTION TO THE
WORLD focuses on the process of planning and
implementing a curriculum, and setting up an
inclusive child-centered environment. This text
meets the needs of a diverse range of students and
experienced teachers, helping them to make
informed decisions about curriculum content as well
as to develop creative thinking and the ability to
effectively apply theory to an early childhood
classroom setting. Updated to include the most
current research and standards, the sixth edition
presents new material on brain research that
underlies teaching ideas as well as new information
on reflective practice, intentional teaching, and using
the environment as a teaching tool. The book retains
its strong applied focus on the how-to's of teaching,
with many new hands-on teaching tips and six new
chapters on topics such as observation and
assessment, fine motor and manipulatives, and large
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motor and outdoor play. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
In this book the Vedic techniques are applied to
ordinary school mathematics for eleven and twelve
years-old. the arithmatic introduced in books I and II
is extended. The book also deals with the initial
stages of solving equations, coordinate geometry,
approximations, indices, parallels, triangles, ratio
and proportion as well as other topics. Once a basic
grounding has been established with the Vedic
methods the next stage is the beginning of
discrimination. A problem is set and, armed with
several techniques, the student must choose the
easiest or most relevant for achieving the solution.
This book deals with some of the steps required for
this training.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general
encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how
to use World Book, other research aids,
pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing,
speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive
index"-This edited volume explores key areas of interests in
Singapore math and science education including issues
on teacher education, pedagogy, curriculum,
assessment, teaching practices, applied learning,
ecology of learning, talent grooming, culture of science
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and math, vocational education and STEM. It presents to
policymakers and educators a clear picture of the
education scene in Singapore and insights into the role
of math and science education in helping the country
excel beyond international studies such as PISA, the
pedagogical and curricula advancements in math and
science learning, and the research and practices that
give Singaporean students the competitive edge in
facing the uncertain and challenging landscape of the
future.
When did the Common Core evolve from pet project to
pariah among educators and parents? This book
examines the rise and fall of our national education
standards from their inception to the present day. •
Examines the politics of the Common Core standards
across all 50 states • Highlights the similarities and
differences between Common Core and earlier attempts
at state and national standards • Suggests which
political issues could undermine the Common Core State
Standards Initiative—and which are simply long-running
controversies in American educational politics • Gives
details about the major interest groups and think tanks
with stakes in the Common Core controversy
Educators and policy makers confront challenging
questions of ethics, justice, and equity on a regular
basis. Should teachers retain a struggling student if it
means she will most certainly drop out? Should an
assignment plan favor middle-class families if it means
strengthening the school system for all? These everyday
dilemmas are both utterly ordinary and immensely
challenging, yet there are few opportunities and
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resources to help educators think through the ethical
issues at stake. Drawing on research and methods
developed in the Justice in Schools project at the
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Dilemmas of
Educational Ethics introduces a new interdisciplinary
approach to achieving practical wisdom in education,
one that honors the complexities inherent in educational
decision making and encourages open discussion of the
values and principles we should collectively be trying to
realize in educational policy and practice. At the heart of
the book are six richly described, realistic accounts of
ethical dilemmas that have arisen in education in recent
years, paired with responses written by noted
philosophers, empirical researchers, policy makers, and
practitioners, including Pedro Noguera, Howard Gardner,
Mary Pattillo, Andres A. Alonso, Jamie Ahlberg, Toby N.
Romer, and Michael J. Petrilli. The editors illustrate how
readers can use and adapt these cases and
commentaries in schools and other settings in order to
reach a difficult decision, deepen their own
understanding, or to build teams around shared values.
A hilarious reeducation in mathematics-full of joy, jokes,
and stick figures-that sheds light on the countless
practical and wonderful ways that math structures and
shapes our world. In Math With Bad Drawings, Ben Orlin
reveals to us what math actually is; its myriad uses, its
strange symbols, and the wild leaps of logic and faith
that define the usually impenetrable work of the
mathematician. Truth and knowledge come in multiple
forms: colorful drawings, encouraging jokes, and the
stories and insights of an empathetic teacher who
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believes that math should belong to everyone. Orlin
shows us how to think like a mathematician by teaching
us a brand-new game of tic-tac-toe, how to understand
an economic crises by rolling a pair of dice, and the
mathematical headache that ensues when attempting to
build a spherical Death Star. Every discussion in the
book is illustrated with Orlin's trademark "bad drawings,"
which convey his message and insights with perfect pitch
and clarity. With 24 chapters covering topics from the
electoral college to human genetics to the reasons not to
trust statistics, Math with Bad Drawings is a life-changing
book for the math-estranged and math-enamored alike.
A New York Times Notable Book "A must-read book for
every American teacher and taxpayer." —Amanda Ripley,
author of The Smartest Kids in the World Launched with
a hugely popular New York Times Magazine cover story,
Building a Better Teacher sparked a national
conversation about teacher quality and established
Elizabeth Green as a leading voice in education. Green's
fascinating and accessible narrative dispels the common
myth of the "natural-born teacher" and introduces
maverick educators exploring the science behind their
art. Her dramatic account reveals that great teaching is
not magic, but a skill—a skill that can be taught. Now with
a new afterword that offers a guide on how to
identify—and support—great teachers, this provocative
and hopeful book "should be part of every new teacher’s
education" (Washington Post).
The new math changed the way Americans think about
mathematics. Combining archival research into one key
new math organisation, the School Mathematics Study
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Group, with published and unpublished accounts of
teachers, parents, mathematicians, and politicians, this
book situates the math curriculum within the history of
science and American political history.
Get ready to take the Math Challenge! Singapore Math
Challenge will provide second grade students with skillbuilding practice based on the leading math program in
the world, Singapore Math! Common Core Standards
accelerate math expectations for all students, creating a
need for challenging supplementary math practice.
Singapore Math Challenge is the ideal solution, with
problems, puzzles, and brainteasers that strengthen
mathematical thinking. Step-by-step strategies are
clearly explained for solving problems at varied levels of
difficulty. A complete, worked solution is also provided
for each problem. -- Singapore Math Challenge includes
the tools and practice needed to provide a strong
mathematical foundation and ongoing success for your
students. The Common Core State Standards cite
Singapore math standards as worldwide benchmarks for
excellence in mathematics.
This innovative new handbook offers a comprehensive
overview of the ways in which domestic education policy
is framed and influenced by global institutions and
actors. Surveys current debates about the role of
education in a global polity, highlights key transnational
policy actors, accessibly introduces research
methodologies, and outlines global agendas for
education reform Includes contributions from an
international cast of established and emerging scholars
at the forefront of the field thoughtfully edited and
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organized by a team of world-renowned global education
policy experts Each section features a thorough
introduction designed to facilitate readers’
understanding of the subsequent material and highlight
links to interdisciplinary global policy scholarship Written
in an accessible and engaging style that will appeal to
domestic and international policy practitioners, social
scientists, and education scholars alike
Many world-class thinkers and creators have been
concerned about the state of education in the United
States. Discover their thoughts on how children really
learn and what teachers must do to optimally tap
children's latent abilities. Reveals what world-class
thinkers and creators have said about how children really
learn and what teachers must do to optimally tap their
latent abilities Explains the twelve capacities emphasized
by these thinkers and creators, including love of learning,
creativity, curiosity, playfulness, imagination, wonder,
tolerance, reverence for life, appreciation of beauty,
honoring diversity, celebrating individuality, and
developing compassion, and how these capabilities must
serve as the foundation for any future educational reform
efforts Provides examples of teachers and classrooms
where the educational ideas of these thinkers and
creators are currently being practiced, demonstrating
that their prescriptions are not merely fanciful ''pie in the
sky'' dreams Includes resources including organizations,
books, magazines, websites, and videos that enable
readers to take action
Longlisted for the National Book Award New York Times
Bestseller A former Wall Street quant sounds an alarm
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on the mathematical models that pervade modern life -and threaten to rip apart our social fabric We live in the
age of the algorithm. Increasingly, the decisions that
affect our lives--where we go to school, whether we get a
car loan, how much we pay for health insurance--are
being made not by humans, but by mathematical
models. In theory, this should lead to greater fairness:
Everyone is judged according to the same rules, and
bias is eliminated. But as Cathy O'Neil reveals in this
urgent and necessary book, the opposite is true. The
models being used today are opaque, unregulated, and
uncontestable, even when they're wrong. Most troubling,
they reinforce discrimination: If a poor student can't get a
loan because a lending model deems him too risky (by
virtue of his zip code), he's then cut off from the kind of
education that could pull him out of poverty, and a
vicious spiral ensues. Models are propping up the lucky
and punishing the downtrodden, creating a "toxic cocktail
for democracy." Welcome to the dark side of Big Data.
Tracing the arc of a person's life, O'Neil exposes the
black box models that shape our future, both as
individuals and as a society. These "weapons of math
destruction" score teachers and students, sort r sum s,
grant (or deny) loans, evaluate workers, target voters,
set parole, and monitor our health. O'Neil calls on
modelers to take more responsibility for their algorithms
and on policy makers to regulate their use. But in the
end, it's up to us to become more savvy about the
models that govern our lives. This important book
empowers us to ask the tough questions, uncover the
truth, and demand change. -- Longlist for National Book
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Award (Non-Fiction) -- Goodreads, semi-finalist for the
2016 Goodreads Choice Awards (Science and
Technology) -- Kirkus, Best Books of 2016 -- New York
Times, 100 Notable Books of 2016 (Non-Fiction) -- The
Guardian, Best Books of 2016 -- WBUR's "On Point,"
Best Books of 2016: Staff Picks -- Boston Globe, Best
Books of 2016, Non-Fiction
EARLY EDUCATION CURRICULUM: A CHILD'S
CONNECTION TO THE WORLD focuses on the role of
observation and assessment in early childhood
programming, the process of planning and implementing
a curriculum, setting up an inclusive child-centered
environment, and the uses of evaluation and
documentation for continuous program improvement.
Updated with current research and standards, the text
continues to present new material on brain research that
underlies teaching ideas as well as information on
reflective practice, intentional teaching, and using the
environment as a teaching tool. The seventh edition
includes more material on diversity and diversity
strategies, activity plans for different age groups, and
more floor plans. New case studies provide examples of
how activities planned align with specific standards, and
allow students to apply knowledge gained to real-life
situations. The book retains its strong applied focus on
the how-to's of teaching, with many hands-on teaching
tips. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The OECD has initiated PISA for Development (PISA-D)
in response to the rising need of developing countries to
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collect data about their education systems and the
capacity of their student bodies.
This ambitious text is the first of its kind to summarize
the theory, research, and practice related to pedagogical
content knowledge. The audience is provided with a
functional understanding of the basic tenets of the
construct as well as its applications to research on
science teacher education and the development of
science teacher education programs.
The International Journal of Indian Psychology (ISSN
2348-5396) is an academic journal that examines the
intersection of psychology, home sciences, and
education. IJIP is published quarterly and is available in
electronic versions. Our expedited review process allows
for a thorough analysis by expert peer-reviewers within a
time line that is much more favorable than many other
academic publications.
Should we stay or should we go? Millions of parents with
children in public schools can't believe they're asking this
question. But they are. And you should be asking it too.
Almost overnight, America's public schools have become
morally toxic. And they are especially poisonous for the
hearts and minds of children from religious families of every
faith—ordinary families who value traditional morality and plain
old common sense. Parents' first duty is to their children—to
their intellect, their character, their souls. The facts on the
ground point to one conclusion: get out now.
This book uses a chronological approach to present
development across the life span, drawing on the
psychosocial theory of Erik Erikson to provide a conceptual
framework. The authors address physical, intellectual, social,
and emotional growth in all life stages, focusing on the idea
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that development results from the interdependence of these
areas at every stage, and placing special emphasis on
optimal development through life. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Research for Educational Change presents ways in which
educational research can fulfil its commitments to educational
practice. Focussing its discussion within the context of
mathematics education, it argues that while researchgenerated insights can have beneficial effects on learning
and teaching, the question of how these effects are to be
generated and sustained is far from evident. The question of
how to turn research into educational improvement is
discussed here in the context of learning and teaching
hindered by poverty and social injustice. In the first part of the
book, four teams of researchers use different methodologies
while analysing the same corpus of data, collected in a South
African mathematics classroom. In the second part, each of
these teams makes a specific proposal about what can be
done and how so that its research-generated insights have a
tangible, beneficial impact on what is happening in
mathematical classrooms. Combining two discourses – that of
researchers speaking to one another, and that of researchers
communicating their insights to those responsible for
educational practice – the book deals with the perenial
question of communication between those who study
educational processes and those who are directly responsible
for teacher education, educational research and classroom
practices. This book will be key reading for postgraduates,
researchers and academics in education and particularly in
the areas of mathematics education, education research,
teacher education and classroom practice. It will also appeal
to teacher educators, practitioners and undergraduate
students interested in educational research.
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Most Americans had no idea what Common Core was in
2013, according to polls. But it had been creeping into
schools nationwide over the previous three years, and
children were feeling its effects. They cried over math
homework so mystifying their parents could not help them,
even in elementary school. They read motley assortments of
“informational text” instead of classic literature. They
dreaded the high-stakes tests, in unfamiliar formats, that were
increasingly controlling their classrooms. How did this latest
and most sweeping “reform” of American education come in
mostly under the radar? Joy Pullmann started tugging on a
thread of reports from worried parents and frustrated
teachers, and it led to a big tangle of history and politics,
intrigue and arrogance. She unwound it to discover how a
cabal of private foundation honchos and unelected public
officials cooked up a set of rules for what American children
must learn in core K–12 classes, and how the Obama
administration pressured states to adopt them. Thus a
federalized education scheme took root, despite legal
prohibitions against federal involvement in curriculum.
Common Core and its testing regime were touted as “an
absolute game-changer in public education,” yet the
evidence so far suggests that kids are actually learning less
under it. Why, then, was such a costly and disruptive agenda
imposed on the nation’s schools? Who benefits? And how
can citizens regain local self-governance in education, so
their children’s minds will be fed a more nourishing
intellectual diet and be protected from the experiments of
emboldened bureaucrats? The Education Invasion offers
answers and remedies.
The same aspects of American government and society that
propelled the United States to global primacy have also
hampered its orderly and successful conduct of foreign policy.
This paradox challenges U.S. leaders to overcome threats to
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America's world power in the face of fast-moving global
developments and political upheavals at home. The fully
updated Fifth Edition of Steven W. Hook’s U.S. Foreign
Policy: The Paradox of World Power explores this paradox,
identifies its key sources and manifestations, and considers
its future implications as it asks whether U.S. foreign
policymakers can manage these dynamics in a manner that
preserves U.S. primacy.
This Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics Core and Extended
series has been authored to meet the requirements of the
Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics syllabus (0580/0980), for
first examination from 2020. This second edition of
Cambridge IGCSE® Mathematics Core and Extended
Coursebook offers complete coverage of the Cambridge
IGCSE Mathematics (0580/0980) syllabus. It contains
detailed explanations and clear worked examples, followed by
practice exercises to allow students to consolidate the
required mathematical skills. The coursebook offers
opportunities for checking prior knowledge before starting a
new chapter and testing knowledge with end-of-chapter and
exam-practice exercises. Core and Extended materials are
presented within the same book and are clearly signposted to
allow students to see the range of mathematics required for
study at this level. Answers are at the back of the book.
Our mission: to make math a fun part of kids' everyday lives.
We all know it's wonderful to read bedtime stories to kids, but
what about doing math? Many generations of Americans are
uncomfortable with math and numbers, and too often we hear
the phrase, "I'm just not good at math!" For decades, this
attitude has trickled down from parents to their kids, and we
now have a culture that finds math dry, intimidating, and just
not cool. Bedtime Math wants to change all that. Inside this
book, families will find fun, mischief-making math problems to
tackle—math that isn't just kid-friendly, but actually kidPage 17/21
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appealing. With over 100 math riddles on topics from
jalapeños and submarines to roller coasters and flamingos,
this book bursts with math that looks nothing like school. And
with three different levels of challenge (wee ones, little kids,
and big kids), there's something for everyone. We can make
numbers fun, and change the world, one Bedtime Math
puzzle at a time.

The Fifth Edition of Richard Gargiulo’s wellrespected Special Education in Contemporary
Society: An Introduction to Exceptionality offers a
comprehensive, engaging, and easy-to-read
introduction to special education. Grounded in
research and updated to reflect the most current
thinking and standards of the field, the book provides
students with the skills and knowledge to become
successful teachers. Gargiulo’s text encourages a
deep awareness and understanding of the human
side of special education. The book provides
students a rare glimpse into the lives of exceptional
students and their families, as well as the teachers
that work with exceptional persons throughout their
lives. The New Edition of Gargiulo’s groundbreaking
text maintains the broad context and research focus
for which it is known, while expanding on current
trends and contemporary issues to better serve both
pre-service and in-service teachers of exceptional
individuals. The text is organized into two distinct
parts to offer students a truly comprehensive and
humane understanding of exceptionality. In Part I,
readers are provided strong foundational perspective
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on broad topics that affect all individuals with an
exceptionality. In Part II, Gargiulo engages students
with thorough examinations of individual
exceptionalities, and discusses historical, personal,
and educational details of each exceptionality as it
affects a person across the lifespan. “This is a wellwritten, comprehensive, well-organized text. It is
obvious that much thought has been put into the
supplementary materials and features.”—Jenny
Fererro, Palomar College
Includes Publications received in terms of Copyright
act no. 9 of 1916.
Revised edition of the IGCSE Mathematics Core and
Extended Coursebook for the 0580 syllabus for
examination from 2015.
To succeed in science and tech fields today, girls
don't have to change who they are. A girl who
combines her natural talents, interests, and dreams
with STEM skills has a greater shot at a career she
loves and a salary she deserves. The authors
present compelling research in a conversational,
accessible style and provide specific advice and
takeaways for each stage of schooling from
elementary school through college, followed by
comprehensive STEM resources. This isn't a book
about raising competitive, test-acing girls in lab
coats; this is about raising happy, confident girls who
realize the world of opportunities before them.
This book collects recent research on posing and
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solving mathematical problems. Rather than treating
these two crucial aspects of school mathematics as
separate areas of study, the authors approach them
as a unit where both areas are measured on equal
grounds in relation to each other. The contributors
are from a vast variety of countries and with a wide
range of experience; it includes the work from many
of the leading researchers in the area and an
important number of young researchers. The book is
divided in three parts, one directed to new research
perspectives and the other two directed to teachers
and students, respectively.
This book takes readers on a tour of a day in the life
of a public elementary school in an effort to give
parents and other stakeholders a sense of the
realities of the classroom. The tour reveals ten
worrisome things about today’s schools and
considers what to do about them. Dillon emphasizes
the need for future schools to be places filled with
adventure and high purpose, with classrooms small
enough to waste only a minimum of time. They
should be free from stifling levels of bureaucracy,
supervised by rotating teacher administrators rather
than career managers. The book asserts that
schools should be staffed by scholarly and engaged
teaching professionals dedicated to helping students
live a healthy adult life in a democracy rather than
imposing a one-size-fits-all, furiously assessed
college prep curriculum on everyone. In all, Dillon
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argues, schools should be places with classrooms of
narrow ability ranges dedicated to teaching a
coherent curriculum, all in a context of full buy-in and
support from students’ families. Let’s go inside
today’s elementary schools.
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